
Sanvello APP 
Sanvello Health, Inc., a leading provider of digital and tele-mental health solutions to individuals, 
businesses and payers, today announced free premium access to its digital care delivery platform. This 
offer, available globally, makes Sanvello’s clinically validated techniques, coping tools and peer support 
free to anyone impacted by COVID-19 immediately for the duration of the crisis. Sanvello Health is a 
UnitedHealth Group company.  4.8/5 rating, includes the following features: 
 
Guided Journeys: Guided Journeys are designed by psychologists to help users build and maintain skills 
and increase resiliency through simple lessons and on-the-go activities. 
Peer Support: We’re all in this together. Users can join group conversations to share personal stories 
and chat with others who often feel just like them. A new Staying Socially Connected community offers 
connection and support as COVID-19 shifts our daily routines.  
Coping Tools: People can find useful techniques to calm their mind, change their outlook, redirect 
negative thoughts and improve daily activities and sleep.   
Mindfulness Meditation: Learn how to “pay attention with purpose” and find focus during a time of 
uncertainty, with a library of guided audio meditations. 
Daily Mood Tracking: Users can track their emotions, add notes about why, and spot patterns that help 
them feel more calm and in control. 
Assessments: Short weekly interactive quizzes provide clinically validated, objective scores for stress, 
depression, anxiety and resiliency to measure current levels and quantify progress over time. 

 
About Sanvello Health, Inc. 
Sanvello Health, Inc. is a leading provider of digital and tele-mental health care, including the No. 1 app 
for stress and anxiety. Through partnerships with major insurance payers, employers and higher 
education institutions, Sanvello offers covered management and treatment of stress, anxiety and 
depression for over 37 million people. By building a new class of mental health care experience and 
bringing together patients, providers and payers, the Sanvello platform helps millions of people around 
the world find relief when they need it and feel happier over time.  
 

Download Sanvello 
To activate free premium access, anyone can download Sanvello for free from the App Store or Google 
Play and create an account to begin using the strategies, tools, and peer support. 
 


